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CHECK OUT OUR NEW
FCF WEB ADDRESS!

The new FCF web site is now online
at www.theFCF.com

You can also find us at www.lioc.org
and www.felineconservation.org

Members are invited to participate in
e-mail list discussions on-line at:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/

The_FCF/

On the cover: Lynx know how to keep
secrets! Kippy whispers into Blitz’s ear.
Photo by Mace Loftus.

Blitz keeps an eye on Kippy
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This magazine is published bi-monthly by the LIOC Endangered Species Conservation Federation, Inc. d/b/a as
the Feline Conservation Federation. We are a non-profit (Federal ID# 59-2048618) non-commercial organiza-
tion with international membership, devoted to the welfare of exotic felines. The purpose of this publication is
to present information about exotic feline conservation, management, and ownership to our members. The

material printed is contributed by our members and reflects the point of view of the author but does not necessarily represent the point
of view of the organization. FCF’s Statement of Intent is contained in our bylaws, a copy of which can be requested from the secre-
tary. Reproduction of the material in this magazine may not be made without the written permission of the original copyright owners
and/or copyright owner FCF. We encourage all members to contribute articles. Articles concerning exotic felines are preferred and
gladly accepted. Articles involving other related subjects will also be considered. Letters and responses to articles may be included in
the Readers Write column. Submission deadline for the next issue is the tenth of odd numbered months. Please submit all photos and
articles to the editor. Persons interested in joining FCF should contact the term director in charge of member services.

All ads in this publication are void where prohibited by law. All transactions are between
buyer and seller. All buyers and sellers must have proper licenses and permits for all animals
offered for sale or sold. FCF, Inc. does not necessarily endorse or guarantee the honesty of
any advertiser. FCF, Inc. reserves the right to edit or reject any subscription ad. No blind

animal ads will be accepted. Only FCF members may place ads listing cats for sale. Adoption ads are free of charge for cats that
need good homes where no money is involved in the transaction. All ads must contain the name of business or individual adver-
tising. Ads must state whether the individual is a private owner or broker. Full current address with a phone number must be stat-
ed in the ad. Display ads are $10 business card, $25.00 quarter page, $50.00 half page, $100 full-page ad. Color ads available,
contact Director of Advertising and Publicity for price quotes.
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It is a new year and I hope it will be a
good year for you, your family, animals,
and our servicemen and servicewomen
serving overseas fighting the terrorists who
want to destroy our freedom or what free-
dom we have left. 

This is a personal thing for me, but I do
not understand how some American citi-
zens are against our servicemen and ser-
vicewomen who are putting their lives on
the line to protect our freedom. I’m so
relieved that Captain Keith Wilson, hus-
band to FCF director Tracy Wilson, just
recently made it safely back from Iraq.

Now we have to do our part here in our
own country fighting the AR terrorists who
are using the media and the legislators to
destroy one of our basic rights to be able to
share our lives with the animals of our
choosing. We have many state ban laws
ready for passage again early this year. 

All of you that live in a state that has or
will have state and local ban bills must fight
as hard as our military personnel are doing
to give us the very right to fight these ban
bills. It is the people within that state that
can do the most good of fighting the ban
bills within their own state. Out-of-state
people can give support, but the most good
comes from the voters within that state. So,
get out there and fight when these ban bills
are presented.

I’m so thankful for the leadership of the
FCF branch “Midwest Exotic Feline Edu-
cational Society” (MEFES). President Pam
Hotle along with the rest of the MEFES
officers are doing an excellent job on con-
tinuing to make MEFES successful. Back
in the 70’s there were 18 branches and now
FCF is down to just this one branch. The
cause is mainly due to the Endangered
Species Act and the distraction of today’s
busy lifestyle. I have hope that “Alliance
for the Conservation of Exotic Felines” will
rejoin FCF and that somebody will resur-
rect “Pacific Northwest Exotics”.

I am very proud of the past and present
FCF board members that gave so very
much of themselves for FCF in 2005. It is
hard for a FCF member who has not served
on the board to realize how much work the
officers and directors devote to FCF.
I’m especially very proud of FCF
members who are not on the FCF
board that gave so very much toward
FCF last year. Three that stand out
are Irene Satterfield from Kansas,
Mike Friese from sunny California,
and Sara Comstock from Pennsylva-
nia. 

Irene Satterfield for an outstanding
job she has done on the new FCF
web site. Irene has spent hundreds of
hours setting up the web site for FCF.
Irene is so intelligent to be able to do
what she does on computers. If you
have not accessed or logged onto the
new web yet, then you need to log on
and see what a wonderful web site
FCF has. 

Mike Friese for doing the excellent
job on the newsletter. Even though
Lynn Culver is on the FCF board, we
cannot leave her out as she helps
Mike gather articles and gets the newsletter
mailed out. Mike had not even heard of
FCF until two days before the 2005 FCF
National Convention held in Miami. In just
two days, Mike was able to fly from Cali-
fornia to Miami and attend the convention.
Within five minutes of meeting Mike at the
convention, it was like he had been a mem-
ber for years. Boy, did he fit in! Within a
few weeks after the convention and with
the help of Lynn, he became the FCF editor.

Last but not least, Sara Comstock, for an
outstanding job of keeping us abreast on the
FCF chat list of all the state and local pro-
posed ban laws. It takes lots of time to get
all that information out to FCF. Thank you
Irene, Mike, and Sara for your outstanding
work.

Letter from the President

Thanks to all the FCF members who
gave monetary support to all the felid field
research and conservation projects last year.

Don’t forget to support the FCF maga-
zine advertisers by buying from them any

animal related items that you need. They all
have excellent products and let’s patronize
them first. Their ads help defray the cost of
our expanded publication of the newsletter.

Finally, I like what Pat Hoctor,
owner/editor of the “Animal Finders
Guide” stated: “We are in control of our
own destiny. Our lives can be as happy as
we allow them to be. Love and caring are
things we can give away and never run out
of. In fact, the more we give them away, the
more we get them back.”

Have a very happy new near with your
family, friends, and your animals.

In your service,

Bob Turner 

Thanks follows gratitude
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Waterfall Habitat Odyssey, Step-By-Step
The last issue of the FCF magazine showed the happy results of Tiger Creek’s construction of
their new tiger habitat. The pictures below illustrate this one year odyssey of building and
rebuilding. The final result is one of the nicest tiger habitats ever. 
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I’ll admit it. I’m a cat person.
When I was a kid I didn’t realize it.

When our water heater burst, we discov-
ered two kittens below it. One was killed.
The other became my companion. Only as
an adult could I look back and realize I had
a much closer bond with Cha-Cha than the
average person has with their cat. We spoke
a vocabulary in which we really could
communicate. I would take her on walks
around the block on my shoulders. Every
night she slept in the chair next to my bed.

When I was in grade school, I encoun-
tered my first exotic pet. I was riding my
bike down an alley and I noticed a cat on a
leash. That seemed odd enough, but this cat
was big and had quite a test pattern on her.
The man told me she was a margay and he
let me pet her.

My teens were catless but when I moved
out on my own, a black kitten showed up
on my doorstep. I didn’t think I wanted a
cat but I kept Kinsey until she passed away
at 18 years old. I didn’t have a “normal”

Meet the copy editor
relationship with Kinsey either. Skit-
tish and aloof, with positive rein-
forcement, I trained her to roll over.
This embarrassed some of my dog-
loving friends.

In 1990, I discovered cats make
good camping companions. Now I go
camping almost every month in the
winter and I have found one of life’s
true pleasures is sitting around a
campfire with a cat curled up on your
lap. My camping friends call me the
catman.

20 years ago, a book awakened my
intense interest in exotic ownership.
In the late 1990’s, I bought the book,
Cheetah, by Karl and Katherine
Ammann and the fantasy of having a
cheetah as a housepet was kindled in
my mind. So I started looking around
for people who kept cheetahs. I never
did run across Tippi and Pharaoh. At
that time I did not realize how rare
cheetahs were as housepets, even

though in some coun-
tries they are legendary
in that role.

Fast forward to today.
That’s how I found FCF.
I was trolling the inter-
net considering non-
cheetah exotics, when I
found a community of
like-minded individuals
about to have their
annual meeting in two
days. So, you can see
why I rushed to the con-
vention to meet lots of
people who live my fan-
tasy. And unlike cat-
show people, you let me
pet the cats!

The only bad thing
about the convention: it
it was the beginning of
my realization that I had
missed the exotic-own-
ing era in California.
When I was a child, a
friend had a skunk. He

would bring it over to my house for visits. I
would have never discovered what polite
and cat-like creatures skunks are by merely
looking at them through bars in a zoo. I
also missed the era when the Opossum
Society was giving away free opossums to
whoever would give them a loving home.
Members of the society boasted to me that
opossums made great pets. Today the very
same Opossum Society is anti-ownership
and they say opossums make terrible pets.
Did the opossums change?

Today California law prohibits most
pets, exotic and mundane. You can’t legally
keep even a gerbil as a pet in California.
So, it goes without saying that all exotic
cats are forbidden. Oddly, no exotic-
domestic feline hybrids are prohibited, so
maybe I’ll have set my sights in a different
direction.

In the meantime, I will continue to cher-
ish the stories of your cats from afar. I
appreciate the opportunity to put together
the FCF magazine and I hope in a little way
the magazine can help to slow the ban laws
which are enveloping this hobby.
—Mike Friese, Orange, CA

Finally, a healthy pure meat
treat for cats!

WHOLE FOOD TOPPERS
From the makers of Oasis Vitamins comes an

enrichment treat full of natural nutrition in
morsels of pure digestible meat protein.

Whole Food Toppers is available in Pure Chicken, 
Pure Beef, Pure Salmon and Pure Liver.

All our meat selections are human grade and
freeze-driedto lock in freshness.

Visit our new and check out our new look 
and new products for

Stress, Oral Health

Formulated by

1-866-807-7335

5% Discount for All FCF, LIOC 
Phoenix Exotic Members.

website

Specialized Nutrition

DR. GARY PUSILLO

www.completenaturalnutrition.com

& Hairballs

Complete Natural Nutrition
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You can now shop online and purchase FCF logo
items for the cat lover in your life! A lot of items
would make great presents for any FCF supporter.
You’ll find various styles of T-Shirts, baseball hats,
mugs, mouse pads, clocks, and more—all with the
FCF ocelot logo on them. Profits earned from the
FCF online store will be used by FCF for special
projects education, conservation, fighting legisla-
tion, and other projects that benefit our membership.

Just visit the new FCF web site at www.thefcf.org
and then click on Online Store hyperlink at the top
of the FCF home page to the left of the site search
feature and it will take you directly to our FCF
storefront. Select the items you would like to pur-
chase, then follow the instructions on how to pur-
chase.

VISIT FCF’S ONLINE FUNDRAISER STORE!

ZOO QUALITY
SINCE 1972
FLEXI-NETS™
FurMont™ Reptile Hooks
FIELDCAM™ VIDEO SYSTEMS

EDUCATIONAL–INTERACTIVE–SCIENTIFIC

WEB SITE: www.fieldcam.com email fdi@flash.net
MEMBER: AZA, AFS, TWS, WMI, SSAR, SR, AOU, ASIH, DTC, ABS

TECHNOLOGY AND TOOLS FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

Wanted: Exotic Animals to Adopt
The Julian Wildlife Sanctuary, a non-profit managed by Jane Zoeller, and
located in beautiful Julian, California is currently looking for a bobcat
and a mountain lion cub for an educational program. Although any
orphaned exotic animal will be considered that needs a good home. Your
orphan is my future pride and joy. All necessary permits and exhibitor
licenses have been held since 1979.

Jane Zoeller
Julian Wildlife Sanctuary
16900 Iron Springs Road
Julian, CA 92036-9510

Phone 760-765-1169 , cell 760-445-7098
julian_wildlife_sanctuary@yahoo.com
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Individual FCF members have been
helping support efforts to educate the chil-
dren of the Playa de Oro village over the
past year in exchange for the community
protecting their forests and the wildlife
within, especially the native wildcats. When
I visited in September, I had the opportunity
to meet the school teacher that your dona-
tions have provided for the last year. She
has really organized the school well and we
were all quite impressed with her profes-
sionalism. The Playa de Oro school has
improved by leaps and bounds under her
direction. However, there continues to be a
need to keep the teacher’s salary paid
(which is just $100 a month), provide gov-
ernment-required school uniforms for the
children, and the always-needed school
supplies.

We are also interested in starting a music
program for the school, in which an instru-
ment maker and musician will teach the
children how to make musical instruments
and how to play them. This will teach them
useful skills they can make a living from
later in life. The school teacher has located
a qualified individual who is willing to
teach the children these skills by staying
full time at the village for four months, for
the cost of just $150 a month. That’s just
$600 for an entire music program that will
teach invaluable skills to many!

It is amazing how far our money can go
to improve the Playa de Oro community.
Just think, for just a $100 a month for the
teacher’s salary, an education is provided to
about 90 school children every month. For
just $600, an entire music program will be
provided to the entire village to teach valu-
able skills that will last a lifetime. 

The school teacher gave me a wish list of
things they need for the children or the

classroom. This will give you an idea of the
supplies needed by the Playa de Oro school.
You’ll notice most of these items are basic
items that we would assume that any school
should have. But remember, they do not
have any funding at all outside of donations
for the school. This is why the school needs
our support!

We are not collecting items at this time
as we have done in the past, but instead we
are collecting monetary donations for the
school teacher to purchase the items in
Ecuador. (See wish list at right.) All the
donations will go through the Playa de Oro
Reserve as a benefit to the community sup-
porting the reserve and protection of native
wildcats and will be overseen by the reserve
manager. We always stress that any benefit
that we provide to the Playa de Oro village
is because of their support of the habitat and
wildlife there. Those of us that have visited
Playa de Oro have seen with our own eyes
the difficulties and challenges this commu-
nity faces from the outside pressures to log
or mine their land for large sums of money.
We have come to respect the community of
Playa de Oro for not succumbing to greed
or pressures of the modern world to log
their forests for money or other material
things.  That is why we try to help bring
benefits to the community to encourage

them that they do not need to turn to those
other forces that will destroy their forests,
just to fulfill their basic community needs.
Please help us support the school and
music program by donating any small
amount of money you can spare which, in
turn, ultimately supports habitat and
wildlife protection. 

Please send your tax deductible donation
to FCF, marked for Playa de Oro school
and music program to:

FCF Treasurer
3310 Remington Dr
Indianapolis, IN 46227

If you have the ability to provide any
items on the school wish list in large quan-
tity, please contact me to arrange transport-
ing the items to the village. Feel free to
contact me if you have any ideas to help or
questions about the school or music pro-
gram for Playa de Oro. As always, we
thank you very much for your ongoing and
enthusiastic support in this important rain-
forest habitat project!

Grace Lush,
Community Benefit Coordinator,
Playa de Oro Reserva de Tigrillos
Email: grace@bundascattery.com

Playa de Oro School and Music Program
Educating the community’s children while supporting the protection of the habitat and native wildlife
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Informative articles on exotic 
animal husbandry. Exotic animals,
products, services, auctions and shows advertised.

PO Box 99, Prairie Creek, IN 47869
812-898-2678 or Fax 812-898-2013
visit our website at www.animalfindersguide.com
e-mail: animalfinder@thnet.com

ANIMAL FINDERS GUIDE
18 issues a year for only $30.00 

Single issue $2.50

Playa de Oro School
Supply Wish List 
• Large classroom size chalk-
boards (4)

• Wooden desks and chairs (built
in Playa de Oro)

• Paint for school building

• World globes

• Encyclopedias and dictionaries
(in Spanish)

• Book cabinets (built in Playa de
Oro)

• Ecuador country flags (large to
hang on wall in classrooms)

• Tablets of thick white paper, no
lines

• White copy paper

• Atlas (several)

• Abacus for students (many)

• Spanish/English flash cards

• School uniforms: dark blue
pants, white shirts $15 per student
(required by federal government)

• Cotton fabric for marimba uni-
forms white for 6 boys pants,
bright colors for 6 girls (3 meters
per skirt)

• Soccer balls

• Lego toys/building type toys

• Puzzles

EXOTIC CAT WORD SEARCH
By Shelleen Mathews

F B T A C D R A P O E L Y R S V C B W F Z Y E C U
X U S B A H E K O C T H N Z C U A H O T A C B O B
R O N C I L L A G S I A E Q D X B K N R T C Z A X
B Q C A F H E R N H W T R N O W U S I B D A I K R
D R A P O E L Z A B N E X D O B M C W U F R W D E
S C O E J D T I Q W R E C S D Z I S G X M A Q G H
G U C Y I B O B Z A E H K O C H T A K W O C R A S
A T Z A D O N F U S I C A R D Z B N S L R A H R J
Z N I W U K U O G C A Z E B K I U C O A B L I X U
O F U S T A C N E D L O G T E B Q V I C U C L O N
D E G X C S U B Y S I Q O F O C A M T I G E R I G
S N O W L E O P A R D W C I B J L D Z M O D A C L
J M O U N T A I N L I O N Q N W U R O A L B O H E
N U F A S I W G E O F F R O Y S C A T H E K N I C
C H U X A F R I O Z H J C I F O B P E B U Q U Z A
T J R I L A D B A P O E B D E D U O R C O H I B T
W O A Z U B O T C A G L A W C I M E B E Y O S J E
E B U G Y S U Z O M U I S E R V A L A W N M I C D
N T A M U L I F U C X M A J E K N D A F B O B Q O
C J O N Z A W O S H E C D G A U T E C A Y W I N R
O M L Q S C R C A J N L Z Y U B X D O J A B A L T
U B C E H A N U B L I K O H S I B U D I G X N Z O
G I D A T O B A N Z C O S T A C J O F N R I S E K
A Z O L G M I C Y D J A M U P A S L H K A Y T C G
R W E J U D F I S H I N G C A T E C X O M E Q W B

Find the exotic cats: 
Cougar Jaguar Leopard Tiger Mountain Lion
Cheetah Puma Clouded Leopard Lion
Serval Snow Leopard Golden Cat Caracal Jaguarundi
Leopard Cat Oncilla Geoffroys Cat Bobcat Fishing Cat
Margay Jungle Cat Ocelot

Hint: Look vertically, horizontally, diagonally, forwards & backwards. Good luck & have fun!
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ANIMAL 
INSURANCE
Zoological Animals

“Alligators to Zebras”

Mitchel Kalmanson
Insurance Counselor

Specializing in Animal 
& Entertainment Insurance

•Circus Liability
•Animal Mortality

Claim / Loss Evaluation(s)
•Consultation Services(s)
•Rare & Unusual Risk(s)

•Risk Management
•Special Event(s)

•Weird, Wild and Wacky

LESTER KALMANSON AGENCY, INC.
P.O. Box 940008

Maitland, Fl 32794-0008 U.S.A.
Telephone (407) 645-5000 - 

Fax (407) 645-2810
Website: www.lkalmanson.com

By Danny Treanor
It is with the deepest pain and regret that

I inform the members of LIOC that on
August 20, 1984, Sundae Margay, daughter
of Critter and Tuffy, died at the age of eight
years of age. She was robbed of a long life
by feline viral leukemia. On September 12,
1984, one-year-old Poco Margay also died
of this same malady. The disease had evi-
dently been passed from one to the other.

For many years I believed the exotics
were immune to the disease, but my view
has been abruptly corrected with a broken
heart. I can stand to relive our struggle to
save the margays only in hopes that by
chronicling the events, it will help others.

Sundae was very special to me, more so
because she born at the house and bottle

raised. As she grew, she resided in a cage
next to the dinner table and quickly devel-
oped a taste for people food...especial1y
fried or baked chicken, pork chops, ham,
and did I mention green beans?

When I relocated to Orlando, Florida,
she was the only company I had, the only
friend, the only one who understood and
was glad to see me at the end of the day.

Her bright eyes and glad look made
home very important. She was a finger-
sucker and very affectionate. Her purring
was every reward I needed.

Three years ago we pulled Sundae
through a bout that was diagnosed as
leukemia, but I refused to believe it, think-
ing it was only some weird anemia, solved
with a transfusion. It worked, at least for
three years.

According to Dr. William Hardy, authori-
ty on FeLV at the Sloane-Kettering Insti-
tute, the virus is passed by frequent contact
through saliva. In our case, the cats were
not sharing the same quarters, but did share
toys in common.

We took no precautions because we did
not think we had a problem. Evidently
FeLV can go into remission in a non-conta-
gious form until something triggers the
virus to an active form. Since all my diffi-
culties have happened this summer, heat or
heat stress might have been a problem.

There are no signs, except one day Sun-

Blast from the Past. . . .So Much Sad News
Long Island Ocelot Club
September/October 1984—Volume 28, Issue 5

Wild margay stumbles into camera trap
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dae acted tired and didn’t want to eat.
Thinking B-12 would solve the problem, I
went to the vet’s office where he drew
some blood. Three different tests by three
different labs all said leukemia. I called
everyone in the country doing studies on
feline blood problems and all I learned was
there was no cure, there were four different
viruses, and there may be a vaccine by
1985. Just my luck… a few months away.

The vet wanted to check the other mar-
gays but I knew the labs were wrong, so
why stress them? Transfusions were the
answer until the bone marrow could kick
in. The second transfusion from Poco and
since we had his blood we ran a test - it
came back positive.

I still remember the excitement my wife
Ellen and I felt when we found out a male
margay was available. It meant a kitten for
her and for me a possible mate for Sundae.

The kitten had spent eight weeks with

his mother and had not been handled by
people. As I drove home with Poco, he
hissed every time the car hit a bump. As I
brought him to Ellen, she could hear him
hissing as she came through the door. From
that point, Ellen spent three days slowly
moving her hand closer and closer to where
she could touch and scratch him. For days
he refused to eat and when he did, he was
constipated. The poor baby was off to a
rough start with people doing weird things
to him.

Poco was raised in the house in order to
protect him with special caging. Little feet
might stick through the big cage and get
nipped. It did not take long before Poco dis-
covered that people could be a great source
of entertainment and they did strange and
interesting things. He sat on the commode
while Ellen took a bath and loved to go for
walks.

Poco did everything at 100 MPH with a

lust for life. He couldn’t wait to grow up
and move to the big cages.

During the illness the cats got weaker
and weaker. During the last transfusion for
Sundae, we took some blood and it
revealed that the vital organs were being
damaged - it was only a matter of time.
After five hours at the vet’s office, Sundae
died on the way home. I tried to make it
back to the vet’s attempting cardiac mas-
sage on the way - it was too late.

It hurts to lose a cat - especially when
you think of yourself as a “good owner.”
It’s more tragic when know the number of
margays left has been reduced by two.

I fully intend to continue with LlOC-
some people lose interest when they lose
their cat, but I’m still involved and will be
for a long time to come.

Danny Treanor
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I am deep in the jungle in the Bakhuis
Mountains of Suriname. I am using a very
expensive satellite phone to send this
update. I am here at a remote site doing a
camera-trapping program with a local
counterpart. We are 75 km SE of the near-
est village. No one comes here and the
wildlife seems unaccustomed to people.
The Bakhuis Mountains have been
explored for bauxite deposits since the
1950s. Now exploration is nearly complete.
Ore deposits have been identified and an
environmental assessment is being made.
Hence the camera trapping program being
undertaken for which I was asked to pro-
vide assistance.

We daily travel a network of roads on
which daily are reported jaguars. All the
drivers are trained to appreciate the
wildlife. So far we have caught pumas,

ocelots, and jaguarundis in our camera
traps. I am telling the mining company
BHP Billiton that the area has an abundance
of wildlife and that the site could become
one of the best-protected sites in Suriname
when mining starts—and it will be mined. 

I have worked at several mines in Chile
that are off limits to the public. Workers are

bused from the hotel where they eat and
sleep to the mine site. These sites are the
best protected areas in the Andes because
no one is permitted to enter who is not
authorized. So it could be here. Guards
keep out the public and workers stay away
from wildlife. The entire mountain range of
2,500 square kilometers will not be mined

Conservation Update

Camera trap catches Jaguar and cub
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MEAT COMPLETE
WITH TAURINE

of course and all sites are required by law to
be rehabilitated. As conservationists we
must work to achieve what we see is possi-
ble. I believe this site can be protected and
when mining stops, it can become part of
the Central Suriname Nature Reserve
(CSNR), an area as big as New Jersey
where no people live in it or near it. It is just
600km east of here. 

By participating in the camera-trapping

program, I can make my voice be heard. It
is no longer the wild west here in Suriname
and all natural resource companies must act
responsibly. It’s my position that we must
work hard to achieve positive conservation
results. To this end we are establishing a
wildlife-monitoring program using camera
traps and the company agreed to keep it
running and asked me to assist in that goal.
To stay involved is my goal so my recom-

mendations can be made and will be taken
seriously. 

This is an incredible area and wildlife
shows little fear of people. Of course, I
would like to keep the entire area that way
forever. To do that, we need to keep the bet-
ter part of it that way for at most 50 years or
as long as mining lasts. Let’s get a guaran-
tee now that it becomes part of the CSNR
and let’s hope that by then some sort of pro-
tection can be as good as it was at the min-
ing operation. 

In the next issue I will write about
Sarawak and also present the list of small
cat projects that I am participating in
around the world. In this way FCF’s conser-
vation funds can be better directed to sup-
port real cat conservation around the world.

Jim Sanderson, PhD
Conservation International
IUCN Cat Specialist Group
Wildlife Conservation Network

Ocelot appears in camera trap in Suriname
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John A Garwood is the sponsor of this leg-
islative call for a study. He originally sub-
mitted a cookie cutter API ban bill in 2005,
but later withdrew it after he received a
flood of opposition by NC residents that
such a bill will harm the animals, the econ-
omy, personal freedom. It is not seen as
positive legislation for the state of North
Carolina. The good news is that the reword-
ed SB1032 would create a committee to
study “inherently dangerous animals” and
determine whether there is a need for regu-
lations and what direction the regulations
should take. This bill bears close watching
and we need to make sure that the intent of
such legislation is not altered as it runs
through various committees. In developing
recommendations, the following entities
and groups and appropriate representatives
will be included
(1)The Department of Agriculture and Con-
sumer Services.
(2)The Division of Public Health of the
Department of Health and Human Services.
(3)The North Carolina State University
College of Veterinary Medicine.
(4)The State Animal Response Team.
(5)Local law enforcement officials.
(6)Local animal control officials.
(7)Wild animal breeders.
(8)Exotic pet hobbyists.
(9)Commercial pet retailers.
(10)Small zoo owners.
(11)Humane organizations.
(12)Any other entities or groups whose
interests may be affected by proposed regu-
lations.
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2006 Legislative Season—a couple of bright spots
By Lynn Culver

Another year and another round of exot-
ic animal legislation. How do we stay cur-
rent with all the proposed state laws? The
easiest method is to check animal rights
web sites—Animal Protection Institute and
the Humane Society of the United States
have extensive coverage of the bills they
have helped write, back, and promote into
law. Iowa and South Carolina have copies
of the API ban bill before their legislative
bodies. WV has introduced a bill to create
an animal control board with sweeping
powers and dubious intent. The good news
is we are seeing a few states abandon the
API cookie cutter ban bills supported in the
past, in favor of a new approach to exotic
animal regulations. Read about these bills
being proposed in Missouri, North Caroli-
na, and New York:

Missouri House Bill 1441 regulates
inherently dangerous animals. I don’t like
that description of our cats, maybe we can
get that mindset removed. Last year the
sponsor backed an API ban but a strong
showing by FCF at the public hearing
sauced a change in course and this new bill
regulates and permits rather then prohibit-
ing. HB1441 requires that all cat owners
including owners of hybrids must be USDA
licensed, TAOS or ASA sanctuary mem-
bers or hold a state issued permit. State per-
mit requirements include micro-chipping.
Interestingly, exempted entities do not have
to microchip. It appears to be an effort to
help the state agency deal with tracking
escaped pets. However, most of the more

dangerous cats—the large felines—will not
be required to have such identification,
since they are statistically found mostly in
USDA facilities or sanctuaries. The inclu-
sion of domestic hybrids seems over reach-
ing, however the permit fee income gener-
ated by broadening the base of required per-
mits will help stabilize the program funding
and keep permits fees affordable. This bill
bears close watching and strong support by
the FCF. The most important consideration
is that such permit and registration process
not be abused by the agency in charge. 

New York Bill AO7862 is actually a bill
we can support! Assemblyman Townsend
has introduced this bill to undo the animal
rights ban bill passed into law last year.
This bill is based upon the FCF model for
state regulations. It allows for the private
possession of wild cats by means of a per-
mit. Individuals who have possessed exotic
cats or been employed or volunteered at
feline facilities for at least two years and
passed a written state test and comply with
all other requirements would receive a per-
mit. Caging requirements are included in
the bill, and adequate and routine veterinary
care is also required. This bill has been
referred to the Environmental Conservation
Committee. Please contact the bill sponsor
Assemblymen Townsend and thank him.
And contact the committee chair Thomas P.
DiNapoli and committee members and
voice your support for passage of this bill to
allow responsible private ownership of
exotics to be once again legal in the state of
New York.

North Carolina Senate SB1032 Senator
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The Iriomote cat is one of the best-stud-
ied cats in the world. There has been an
ongoing well-funded Japanese government
project to study the cat and to better appre-
ciate its conservation needs. There is
presently an estimated population of not
more than 100 individuals. In the last 12
years, researchers have radio-collared and
tracked more than 130 individuals. This
makes the Iriomote cat the best-studied
small cat on earth.

The most dangerous threat to the cats is
cars. Despite warning signs cats still get hit
by cars. Lowland habitat destruction also
threatens the small remaining population.

More than 70 road underpasses have
been constructed and some are used by the
cats to cross the roads. Conservations are
reviewing the effectiveness of these under-
passes to improve them for use by the cats.

There is an excellent fully instrumented
rehabilitation facility where injured Iri-
omote cats are placed to recover. Many
have been placed there and recovered. This
allows close observation of their behavior. 

The Iriomote cat is well know across Iri-
omote Island, the western-most Japanese
island and closest to Taiwan. The cat is
painted on the sides of buses, shrubs in
some villages are shaped like crouching Iri-
omote cats, and there is even an Iriomote
Sake. (I have a bottle!)

Interestingly, the Iriomote cat has a

cousin on Tsushima Island. The Tsushima
cat on the Japanese island close to Korea is
lesser known but now the subject of a full
scientific and conservation investigation.

Recent genetic analysis confirms that the
Iriomote cat and the Tsushima cat are sub-
species of Leopard cat. Nevertheless, these
unique and beautiful island cats—Japan’s

only cats—deserve full conservation mea-
sures to ensure their continued survival.

Jim Sanderson, Ph.D.
TEAM Research Scientist 
Center for Applied Biodiversity Science
Conservation International
Small Cat Conservation Alliance

Iriomote Cat

Habitat of the Irimote Cat. A stuffed Iriomote cat on display in the wildlife centre on
Iriomote Island where the researchers work. 

Dr. Nozomi Nakanishi next to a road sign warning calling drivers’
attention to a cat crossing.
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The Canadian lynx is one of two North
American species of lynx, the other being
the bobcat. Canadian lynx are larger than
bobcat, weighing 30-45 pounds. They stand
about 18 inches at the shoulder. The cheek
ruffs and ear tassels are also much larger
and they have longer legs, the hind legs
being proportionately longer to give them a

“down hill” appearance. The luxurious win-
ter coloration is usually gray/silver. In late
spring this fur is shed off and replaced by
varying degrees of brown or red in the sum-
mer. The short 8" tail is tipped with black.
There is a natural color mutation known as
a “blue” lynx. This color is extremely rare
and occurs only in the Yukon and Alaska.
Some refer to it as partial albinism, but the
color of the coat is a beautiful light grey
color resembling a light blue. Another color
phase that also occurs in this region is the
white-footed. These lynx are normally col-
ored except that they have white on their
feet or legs. This varies from just white toes
to complete white stockings above the
knees. Since this color occurs in the same
range as the blue lynx, it has been hypothe-
sized that they are related in some fashion.

So far, this has not been proven by captive
breeding, but a blue lynx was born in the
USA in the 1980’s from a pair of white-
footed. Unfortunately, the kitten did not sur-
vive. The most noticeable feature of the
Canadian lynx is their huge feet. They use
these as snowshoes to remain on top of the
deep winter snow. This enables them to be

effective hunters of the snowshoe hare,
their main prey.

Canadian lynx live in the forests and
scrublands of Canada, Alaska, and the
extreme far northern US, extending down
along the Rocky Mountains. Lynx have also
been documented in the tundra and north-
ern Arctic islands. Recent reintroductions
into Colorado have not yet had enough time
to determine if they will be successful.

Introductions made into New York in the
1980’s did not prove to be successful. Since
their predominant prey, the snowshoe hare,
prefers new growth often found in recently
burned or logged areas, lynx may congre-
gate in these areas. Canadian lynx are soli-
tary animals except for mothers with
young. The offspring usually disperse at
about ten months of age. They are mostly
diurnal hunters.

While the Canadian lynx may take small

Fauna Focus: Canadian Lynx
Lynx canadensis
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The buying, selling, and trading of protected animals is highly regulated, and is taken
seriously by the federal government. Federal laws such as the Endangered Species
Act and the Lacey Act regulate who can trade in these animals across state lines—by
and large, only few people can. Read up on the Lacey Act, the Endangered Species
Act, and other related topics here: http://www.laceyactawareness.com. Above all, if you
have questions contact the United States Fish and Wildlife Service. Your future may
depend on it!  Don’t be found

Trading in Exotic Species?
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rodents and even the occasional fox, they
are dependent upon the snowshoe hare for
their survival. No other feline species is as
dependent upon a single prey item as is the
Canadian lynx. This has been documented
by the harvest records from the Hudson’s
Bay Company dating back into the 1800’s.
For some unknown reason, snowshoe hare
populations run a ten year cycle of popula-
tion peak and lows. The harvest records
show the lynx numbers following the exact
same cycle with a 1-2 year lag. While all
species have population fluctuations, none
exhibit the same predictability or extreme
between lows and highs. Canadian lynx
numbers in peak periods can be as much as
15 times that of their lows and then can
quickly rebound. When the hare population
is low, fewer lynx will breed and produce
smaller number of kittens with few, if any,
surviving. As the hare population increases,
more lynx breed with higher number of kit-
tens and more survivability. This relation-
ship between the lynx and the hare is fur-
ther established since captive Canadian
lynx do not exhibit these same fluctuations
in litter size or survivability.

The mating season for Canadian lynx is
late February through April. The young are
born in April, May, or June following a 63-
68 day gestation period. The average litter
size is 3.5 in years of high population. This
average falls to two in the low ebb of the
cycle. In captivity, the average litter remains
at the 3.5 kittens per litter, with litters up to
8 having been produced and successfully
reared. Lynx normally become sexually
mature at two years of age for females and
three years for males, though younger
exceptions have occurred. They can expect
a life span of about 15 years.

The Canadian lynx is listed on Appendix
II of CITES. In March 2000, the US Fish
and Wildlife Service upgraded Canadian
lynx from no listing at all, to the status of
“threatened” in the contiguous lower 48
states. 

This change in status does not affect the
international import or export of any cap-
tive-born lynx. Further, there is no require-
ment for any Captive Bred Wildlife or
Interstate Commerce permits from F & W
when engaging in interstate sales of cap-

tive-born lynx. And facilities engaged in
the raising of lynx in captivity for the
purpose of pelt production are also

exempt from any rule changes. 

Many states in the USA do list this
species on their own state’s list of endan-
gered or threatened species. Overall, their
population is stable in Canada and Alaska,
while they are more rare in the southern
part of their range. This takes into consider-
ation the ebb and flow of their natural
cycle. In times of the low swing, densities
have been found to be 2.5-3 individuals in a
100 square kilometer area. These densities
can burgeon to 30-37 cats inhabiting the
same area in the good years. In the southern
part of their range, where snowshoe hare
populations appear not fluctuate, densities
remain fairly stable in the 2-3 cats per 100
square kilometer area. Home range sizes
are 1.5-9 square miles for females and 1.5-
25 square miles for males. Male ranges usu-
ally encompass those of females, but same
sex overlap has also been found. This
reflects a high degree of tolerance of inde-
pendent offspring by the resident lynx,
which is unusual among the cat world.

The Canadian lynx has become very
well established in captivity over the last 20
years. Before that, captive births were very
rare and notable events. Assinaboine Park
Zoo in Winnipeg, Manitoba, was one of the
few places that bred Canadians on a regular
basis. It is interesting that the practice used
by Assinaboine Zoo was that they kept a
single male with several females. The male
would breed more than one female and
when the time came for them to have kit-
tens, the females would always have them
in the same nest box even though several
were provided. The mothers would care for
the kittens communally with each taking
their turn caring for the kittens with no
apparent preferences for their own. 

The firm establishment in captivity came
with the interest by fur farmers in an
attempt to raise them commercially. In the
late 1970’s and early 1980’s, a single Cana-
dian lynx pelt could bring as much as
$1000. During this time, several fur farms
obtained lynx and began working to breed
them. Roger Hamel of Quebec was the first
to begin to raise them successfully, when he
raised nine kittens from 30 pairs that he
had. Many others soon followed suit and
soon breeding Canadian lynx became com-
monplace. The bottom soon fell out of the
pelt trade and many of these lynx began to
find their way into private breeders’ hands.
The attempt at commercial rearing of Cana-
dian lynx for their pelts failed, but our pre-

sent captive population traces much of its
existence to this failed industry. 

Canadian lynx are managed by the AZA
with a Population Management Plan
(PMP), with only 75 cage spaces devoted to
this species and since this is a native
species, and the holding population falls
below the minimum required for a sustain-
able captive population, zoos are encour-
aged to develop relationships with state
game and fish agencies to obtain confisca-
tions and orphans when possible. Many
times more are in the hands of private
breeders and the captive future looks bright
for this species.

In captivity, adult Canadian lynx are eas-
ily kept. Holding true to their far north her-
itage, they relish cold and snow, seemingly
indifferent to even below zero weather.
They don’t tend to fair as well in southern
areas where the summers get very hot and
humid and with little real cold weather in
the winter. They remain largely inactive, do
not grow their luxurious winter coats and
generally do not look as impressive as those
kept in cold regions. Canadians can be kept
behind 14 gauge welded wire and stronger
material. They seem to have the calmest
demeanor of all wild cats. Even wild caught
individuals remain calm and are not prone
to wild flight like most other species are.
They will eat 1.5-2 pounds of meat a day.

Canadian lynx kittens have a tendency to
be susceptible to coccidia infections as kit-
tens and seem to have a more difficult time
of overcoming this opportunistic parasitic
organism. This is perhaps an indication of
this species’ compromised immune sys-
tems. One possible explanation for such
observations lies in the cyclical nature of
the wild Canadian lynx population which is
completely dependent upon the snowshoe
hare, which undergoes population crashes.
This species also experiences great num-
bers of mortalities and little reproduction in
certain years, followed by quick rebounds
when the prey is plentiful. This would result
in greatly reduced gene pools and therefore
close breeding, which reduces genetic vari-
ation and disease resistance. 

Conservation of the Canadian lynx in the
wild has a better outlook than that of most
felids. In the northern part of their range,
habitat destruction is very limited. While
hunting and trapping is a pressure put on
them, this is strictly regulated and moni-
tored. •
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By Rosa Jordan
Since the Playa de Oro Reserva de

Tigrillos was established in 1996, we have
rescued six ocelots and one margay, pic-
tures of which can be seen on our webpage
(www.touchthejungle.org). The rescue is
always unexpected, and never seems to
happen the same way twice. Each one is its
own story and on my most recent visit to
Ecuador (November 2005), one more res-
cue story was added to the list.

I had not yet gone to Playa de Oro, but
was on the other side of the country in the
Ecuadorian Amazon to check on a wildlife
rescue project which I have established near
the town of Coca. To get from town out to
the project, one must drive nine miles along
a dirt road, walk through a burro pasture,
cross a one-log bridge, hike through a cof-
fee grove, and climb a forested hill to the
rescue center.

I checked on the animals in care at the
center and was on my way back through the
burro pasture when I saw an old man sitting
next to a little hut in the middle of the pas-
ture. I knew the man; he doesn’t live there
but owns the land and keeps a few free-
range chickens around the hut. I walked
over to say hello to him and almost dropped
my teeth. There behind him was a small
cage containing a large, frantic-looking
female ocelot!

The top of her head was without fur and
covered in blood. At first I thought the man
must have hit her, then I realized that she
had injured herself by incessantly rubbing
her head against the wire in her struggle to
escape the cage, which was tightly pad-
locked.

The old man told me that he had trapped
her two nights before, after she had stolen
six of his free-range chickens from the trees
where they roost at night. “Those chickens
were worth $4 each,” he told me indignant-
ly.

“She’s a nursing mom,” I pointed out.
“She has a kitten out there in the forest.”

“Probably two or three,” he told me. “If
it was just one, she’d be stealing a chicken
only every other day. But she’s been taking
one every night. She must have been feed-
ing two or three growing kittens.”

“If you don’t let her go, they’ll die!” I
cried. “They’ll starve to death!”

He agreed that this was true, but didn’t
seem bothered by it. Instead, he asked if I
would like to buy her—and named a rather
outrageous price.

“No. But I’ll give you $80 for her,” I
offered. “Enough to repay you for the
chickens you’ve lost and to buy wire to
build yourself a cat-proof chicken pen, so
you won’t lose any more to ocelots and
won’t have any reason to trap them.”

He shook his head. “For that little bit, I’ll

just skin her. If I cut the skin here and
here...” He draws a line from his chin down
to his groin and along the insides of his
arms, “her hide will come off in one nice
piece, and will look so good on my wall!”

At that I got up and left, feeling sick. It
wasn’t that I couldn’t pay the higher price
he’d asked, but if I did, it would only con-
vince him that trapping ocelots was good
business—and he’d go on doing it.

I fretted all the way back to town what to

Another Kind of Rescue

Above and opposite: Little Chief ocelot when he was living at the Playa de
Oro lodge.
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do. By the time I got there I knew what I
could NOT do: I could not leave that moth-
er ocelot in that cage while her kittens were
who-knows-where in the nearby jungle,
starving to death. I walked into a hardware
store, bought a pair of wire cutters, and
drove back out.

It was already sunset. The old man was
gone. I walked up to the cage and in two
minutes, had a hole cut in the wire big
enough to free the cat. She was out in a
flash, bounding across the burro pasture,
and into the rainforest. Her kittens, if they
were still alive, would be fed that night!

I realized that the old man would know
that I was the one who had released his cat.
I did not know what he would do: come
after me with a gun, get together a group of
men to harass me, or what. However, I was
pretty sure that he would not call the police,
because even in Ecuador it is illegal to trap
and traffic in exotic animals. I really did not
know what to expect—and what happened
next was the last thing I would have expect-
ed.

When I returned to the wildlife center
two days later, our caretaker, who is the old
man’s son, met me in a state of terrible agi-
tation. He said his father had accused him
of conspiring with me to steal and sell the
ocelot and was threatening to throw him
out, and, and, and... The guy then broke
down and began to bawl like a baby. I must
say, the last thing I was prepared for was a
grown man crying!

I patted him on the shoulder, told him I
did it, and I would make that very clear to
his father. It simply had not occurred to me
that, macho society as Ecuador is, the old
man wouldn’t think a woman would do
such a thing; he would simply assume that
some man helped me and in that remote
place, the only man anywhere around was
his own son!

As I started back to town, I saw the old
man waiting for a bus beside the road, so
stopped and gave him a ride. On the way to
town I told him how I had bought the wire
clippers and released the cat, and that his
son had no idea I had even been there. Then
I handed him $25 and said, “This is to pay
for the six chickens the cat ate. You better
use it to buy some wire to build a cat-proof
coop to shut them up at night, because if
you trap or harm another ocelot and I find

out about it, I’m going to report you to the
police, the military, and the Ministry of
Environment, and am going to see they put
you in a cage.”

The old man laughed and promised to
build a coop that would protect his chickens
against... he then proceeded to list a whole
bunch of wild animals that regularly stole
his chickens. I counted up the cost of all the
chickens he said he had lost to this cat and
other wild animals and pointed out how
much cheaper it would be to build a preda-
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+ UPS shipping

tor-proof coop than to go around trapping
animals after they’d killed his chickens.

The last thing I told him, as I let him out
in town, was, “God gave ocelots the right to
eat all the birds that live in trees. So if you
don’t want them eating yours, you better
put your chickens in strong coops. Other-
wise the ocelots will get them and if you
harm the ocelots, me and God are going to
get you!”

I didn’t tell him that the god I meant was
the jaguar god. •
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By Kerry Petterson
Jen struggled through the snow. It was a

sunny Colorado day, but at 11,000 feet, the
temperature was about 10° below, and the
snow was deep. There was no time to rest,
though. She was on a mission. She followed
the fuzzy round tracks through a dense
young spruce stand that scratched her face
and knocked her hat off. Unlike Jen, the
owner of the tracks had apparently floated
across the snow and gracefully maneuvered
through the spruce branches. Jen trudged
on, and then she saw it—lynx scat!

Meanwhile, halfway across the country,
Lynn Culver was making her daily rounds.
It was a cold day by Arkansas standards,
and Lynn was bundled up as she took care
of her cats. But her three lynx looked per-
fectly comfortable. As she approached their
enclosure she checked the usual spots—
sure enough, the red one, the green one,
and the plain one were all in the same spots
as they were yesterday! (The scat, that is.)
The food dye that Lynn was feeding her
lynx revealed that they had apparently
claimed their own personal pooping spots.

You may be wondering why Jen and

Lynn are so excited about lynx scat when
the cats themselves are so much more allur-
ing. Truth be told, they may not be as excit-
ed about it as I make them out to be. But
I’m thrilled about all the lynx poop they are
finding, because there is a wealth of infor-
mation contained within each piece of
feces. Fecal matter absorbs things from the
body as it passes through. Therefore, it pro-
vides a window into what is actually going
on inside the body without ever needing to
capture, anaesthetize, or surgically alter the
animal. We can find out what the animal is
eating, if it has parasites, if it is pregnant,
and whether or not it might be stressed. As
a graduate student at Purdue University, I
am hoping to capitalize on the data stored in
these little “nuggets” to learn about the
physiology of these beautiful, elusive
felines.
My Obsession with Scat

I have always loved animals, and have
known that I wanted to work with them. As
a young kid, I plagued my parents with the
injured turtles, abandoned baby birds, and
other animals I brought home to add to our
menagerie of pets. In high school and col-
lege I worked at a vet clinic, and after col-
lege I spent several years working as a field
biologist. Working with vets helped me
appreciate the value of physiology and
fueled my passion for understanding how
the body works. If you can figure out what
is causing an animal’s problem, then you
can actually treat the source of the problem
and not just the symptom. However, my
field jobs gave me a chance to work with
exotic, wild animals and learn about how
they behave in their natural habitat. As a
field biologist, I was able to obtain valuable
information that could help protect these
species. I just needed to find a way to com-
bine these two interests. Scat, oddly
enough, seemed to hold the key.

Two years after we graduated from col-
lege, my husband and I worked for a snow-
shoe hare project in Colorado. The project
was connected to the current Canada lynx
reintroduction effort in Colorado. In addi-
tion to learning about snowshoe hares that
winter, I also became intimately involved
with the lynx reintroduction. 
Letting the Cat out of the Bag

In 1999, the state of Colorado released
the first Canada lynx as part of a large-scale
reintroduction effort. (See the January 2006
issue of National Geographic for more
details about the lynx reintroduction.) It had
been 26 years since lynx disappeared from
these mountains, and now they were on
their way back. But the exhilaration felt by
the biologists after those first few releases
faded as the death count rose and biologists
failed to find any sign of kittens. Even
when survival began to improve, kittens
remained absent. Critics of the project cited
the mortality rate and lack of reproduction
as a sign of failure.

However, it is not unusual to have low
survival and reproduction during the early
stages of a reintroduction effort. Consider
it: an animal is moved from the wild to cap-
tivity, anaesthetized for exams, transported
thousands of miles, held in pens with
“strangers,” and then released in a foreign
environment. It’s not a big surprise that
reintroduced animals don’t exhibit typical
biological patterns. Biologists have pro-
posed several explanations for what might
cause this “reintroduction effect,” but very
few studies have actually investigated these
theories. Part of the difficulty with answer-

Prized poop
Using fecal hormone analysis to monitor reintroduced Canada lynx
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ing the question “Why does this occur?” is
that many reintroduction programs fail to
monitor the animals after they are released.

The Colorado Division of Wildlife has
implemented an impressive post-release
monitoring program under the direction of
biologist Tanya Shenk. All of the released
lynx are fitted with radio collars so biolo-
gists can monitor them. Nearly every week
for the last seven years, a pilot has flown
over the study area to find each lynx and
make sure the collar was not emitting a
mortality signal. In the winter months, biol-
ogists (such as Jen) track the lynx on foot to
get more detailed information about lynx
behavior. They follow an individual’s tracks
through the snow, recording information
about the habitat the lynx moves through,
where it rests, what it kills, which other
lynx it crosses paths with, etc. And they
also collect any lynx feces that they find. 
The Power of Poop

Biologists initially collected the fecal
samples for diet analysis. However, there
was much more information stored inside
these packets. There are thousands of hor-
mones that circulate through an animal’s
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body in the course of a day, helping to
ensure that the body continues to function
normally. Steroids are one class of hor-
mones that play a critical role in physiologi-
cal processes. (Just ask athletes how power-
ful these hormones can be!) This class
includes several hormones that are impor-
tant for reproduction (testosterone, estro-
gen, and progesterone) and also hormones
that help the body respond to stress (gluco-
corticoids). While the body “recycles” most
hormones, it disposes of steroid hormones
in urine and feces. Fecal hormone monitor-
ing is rapidly becoming a popular tool for
monitoring an animal’s reproductive status
or stress level. This unique approach to
post-release monitoring could provide a
new perspective on how the reintroduction
process impacts lynx. 

Together with Dr. Nadja Wielebnowski,
a behavioral endocrinologist at Chicago’s
Brookfield Zoo, and Dr. Tanya Shenk, the
head biologist for the lynx reintroduction, I
developed a project that would help us
understand what caused poor reproduction
and survival during the early stages of the
reintroduction. By combining the behav-
ioral and ecological data collected by field
biologists with the hormonal information
that I could obtain from the fecal samples,
we could begin to answer a lot of questions
about the reintroduction effect. Does the
reintroduction process trigger a chronic
stress response in released lynx? If so, does
this stress response suppress reproductive
hormones and inhibit mating? Or, are stress
levels normal but lynx need time to adjust
to their new surroundings? Or, are the lynx
ready and willing—physiologically speak-
ing—to breed, but they can’t find a mate
because the population is too small and dis-
persed? Or maybe there’s some combina-
tion of these factors? If we could figure out
what caused poor survival and reproduc-
tion, then maybe we could do something
about it.

Unfortunately, the power of lynx poop
lies not only in the information it contains,
but also in its smell. Astrid Bellem, the lab
manager at Brookfield Zoo, has declared
that lynx poop is one of the most potent
varieties of poop out there. And she has
worked with samples from more than 35
different species!
The Catch

There was one problem with using fecal
hormone analysis to monitor the physiology

of reintroduced lynx. No one had ever stud-
ied lynx endocrinology (hormone expres-
sion), using either blood or feces. Without
knowing what “normal” patterns of hor-
mone expression are for Canada lynx, it
would be very difficult to tell if the reintro-
duced lynx were not “normal.” In order to
overcome this problem, I set out to find
people that owned lynx and wouldn’t mind
collecting poop for me (like Lynn!) By col-
lecting fecal samples from lynx that are
successful breeders, unsuccessful breeders,
singly-housed, juveniles, and moved
between institutions, we are beginning to
put together a much more complete picture
of lynx endocrinology. 

Several FCF members have played a
critical role in the life of this project. Tracy
Wilson was one of the pioneering poop col-
lectors. Even with several trips to Playa de
Oro, intense downpours that washed the
samples away, a sprained wrist, and two
comical males that preferred to play with
their food rather than eat the dye that was in
it, she still collected a load of samples.
These samples provide several key pieces
that will help us complete the puzzle of
lynx physiology. 
Where is the Project Headed Now?

Things are looking much more positive
for the reintroduced lynx. Although it took

five years, they have started to reproduce.
Biologists found 16 kittens in 2003, 39 kit-
tens in 2004, and 46 kittens in 2005! This is
exciting, because it allows us to compare
patterns of behavior and hormone expres-
sion before and after the lynx started breed-
ing successfully. 

Fecal samples from captive lynx are still
being collected and analyzed. Once we
establish a basic understanding of hormone
expression in lynx, we will be able to start
asking more refined questions about lynx
physiology. 

Throughout this project, I have been
astonished at how willing people are to help
some stranger asking for poop! As an ani-
mal lover, I will admit that it is hard to only
be able to see the feces and not the actual
lynx. Therefore, I am incredibly grateful to
all of my collaborators who have sent me
pictures and stories of their lynx. Then it is
not just a piece of poop that I am working
with; it is Kenobi’s poop. A fellow grad stu-
dent has a poster asking “Have you hugged
your organism today?” Sadly, my answer is
almost always no, but I know that many
lynx lovers around the country are hugging
their lynx for me!
If you have questions or comments about
this article, please contact Kerry at
kerrypetterson@yahoo.com.

The Zoological Association Of America
invites you to join

There are several levels of membership - Associate, Professional
Zooculturist, Public Facility, Non-public Facility and Commercial.
Membership fees vary and some levels require sponsorship.
ZAOA web site: www.zaoa.org 

e-mail: iszn@c2i2.com 
or write: Zoological Association of America

HC1, Box 747 
Elgin, AZ 85611 

An organization of Zoos and Zooculturists 
supporting conservation,
propagation & preservation.
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1. Profile of the Coringa wildlife sanctuary,
East Godaveri Dist, Andhra Pradesh, India.

COUNTRY: India - Andhra Pradesh State

NAME: Coringa Wildlife Sanctuary 

IUCN MANAGEMENT CATEGORY IV
(Managed Nature Reserve) 

LEGAL PROTECTION: Completely Pro-
tected.

SANCTUARY ESTABLISHED: July 1978 

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION: Near
Kakinada , East Godavari District, Andhra
Pradesh. 

LATITUDE: 16°30'-17°N 

LONGITUDE: 82°14'-82°23'E 

AREA: 23,570ha or 235.7Sq.km

PHYSICAL FEATURES: A large area of
the sanctuary is part of the delta of the
Godavari River and is covered with natural
mangrove forests. Most of the mangroves
remain intact and the forest department is
seriously involved in mangrove manage-
ment. By this I mean they help in assisted
plantation of mangrove species of trees in
areas that are degraded or naturally
destroyed. The mangroves are connected
through intricate natural and man-made
canals. While some canals help in naviga-
tion, others are useful to carry the estuaries
waters to the newly planted plantations. 

ALTITUDE: sea level. 

VEGETATION: Mangrove forests, 35 plant
species are present in this sanctuary belong-
ing to 24 families. The most common
species being Avecennia Spp, Bruguiera
gymnorrhiza (oorudu), Excoecaria agal-
locha (Tilla), Rhizophora Spp, Ceriops
decandra (calhasu), , Sonneratia apetala
(kalinga), Aegiceras corniculatum (guggil-
am), Hibiscus tiliaceous (ganga ravi or gur-
rappa dekka). 

FAUNA: Lutra perspicillata, smooth Indian
otter or locally called (neeti kukkalu –
water dogs), Prionailurus viverrinus fishing
cats (Bavura pilli), Canis aureus golden
jackal (Nakka), Macaca mulatta rhesus
macaque. Golunda ellioti Indian bush rat,
Funambulus palmarum three-striped palm
squirrel are some of the animal species
found in the sanctuary.

Birds include kites, egrets, storks, herons,

snipes, ibis, parakeets, drongos, flycatchers,
ducks, and 140 other species. Pelicans,
some ducks and flamingos are winter
migrants. 

Reptiles include snakes, monitors, and
crocodiles. There are also sea turtles in the
sanctuary. 

CULTURAL HERITAGE: An old dilapi-
dated lighthouse built by the British stands
in the middle of the mangroves. (Hope
Island forest beat) The local fishermen have
adapted well to the low and high tides in the
mangroves and they move about navigating
the tidal flows. Seeking protection, they tie
up red strips of cloth on some of the trees in
the mangroves as an offering to the goddess
of the ocean. 

CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT: Cre-
ation of the EDC’s (Eco Development
Committees) and involving the villagers in
the management works carried out in the
mangroves. This includes collection of
seeds, seedlings, and aforestation on the
banks by digging channels 12.5m apart.
Seedlings are grown at a local forest depart-
ment nursery and once they attain a height

of 60cm, they are replanted in the man-
groves. The species include Avicennia Spp
of trees, Rhizophora conjugate (locally
termed ponna), Aegiceras etc.

STAFF: Total staff of 11 forest department
personnel guard and work in the sanctuary. 

LOCAL ADMINISTRATION: The sanctu-
ary is managed by the divisional forest offi-
cer, Rajamandry. A range officer works
from Kakinada town.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND FACILI-
TIES: Scientific research is conducted on
different elements in the sanctuary area.
However the wildlife department is not
involved in direct research. Research can be
conducted staying just on the periphery of
the sanctuary or in the comfort of the town
of Kakinada. Locals can be hired to work
alongside the research team and as I discov-
ered, they are a good source of information
on local fauna and flora and can easily navi-
gate through most parts of the mangroves.
One must have access to boats to work in
the mangroves. Motorized and non-motor-
ized boats can be hired from the locals for

Fishing cats of Coringa Sanctuary

The dark portion on the map is the Coringa Sanctuary.
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use in the mangroves. I used a non-motor-
ized boat for my work and found it
extremely handy. However the amount of
ground one can cover in a non-motorized
boat is limited and mostly dictated by the
tidal currents. The local wildlife office has
little knowledge on the prior studies con-
ducted at the Coringa wildlife sanctuary.
Hence, details on most of the prior study in
the area cannot be locally generated. The
AP wildlife office located in Hyderabad
may have some useful information.

LOCAL POPULATION: Fishing com-
munities and golla communities (buffalo
herders) are the main two communities liv-
ing around the sanctuary. The fishing com-
munity have a direct dependence on the
estuary. They fish, collect fuel wood, and
extract timber from the mangroves. Hunt-
ing is carried out opportunistically and it
did not appear very common.

The golla community people breed a
particular type of water buffalo that’s adapt-
ed to the salty conditions of the mangrove.
The buffalos are left to stray in the forests
and in the evenings the owners come into
the mangrove and call the buffalos. The
buffalos are then milked and left to go back
and stray in the sanctuary. 

DISTURBANCES, DEFICIENCIES AND
MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS:

Fishing is the mangroves generates
income to the local fishing communities.
The level of disturbance to the ecosystem
because of this is not clearly visible. 

Direct release of industrial wastes by the
industries located upstream has a huge
impact on the ecosystem. The waters reek
of molasses and are dirty brown. The fish-
erman who accompanied me complained
that fish production has drastically declined
in many parts of the mangroves and that in
some locations they stopped fishing. I have
noticed that during the low tide when the
waters from the mangroves recede into the
sea and the mangroves, in turn, are fed by
the waters from the upstream rivulets and
streams, the stench is at its worse. Also
small fish and prawn start surfacing proba-
bly due to the toxicity level.

Management problems: The officers
complained of insufficient funds for the
patrolling the mangroves. They say that fuel
costs have gone so high and the state forest
department simply slashed the budget on
fuel. 

The department is involving the locals in
forestry works, however the generally good
wage earned by the fisherman cannot be
met when one is hired by the department.
Hence there is an air of dissatisfaction
amongst the locals to work as day wage
laborers in the mangroves.

2. Field report: First survey on the habitat of
the Fishing cats of Coringa Wildlife Sanctu-
ary. N 16° 50.384', E 082° 14.504'.
Date: 28 August to 5 September 2005
Summary:

The mangrove forests of Coringa sanctu-
ary are one of the only surviving fishing cat
habitats of any considerable size on the east
coast of India. The sanctuary was surveyed
for mammal species richness by studying
the habitats for signs and tracks and for
indicators that determine the health of the
habitat. Indeed, the fishing cats do exist in
these habitats and nearly five different
species were recorded in four days of sur-
vey. Interacting with the locals provided
information on their dependence on the
mangroves. 

Methodologies:
Secondary information on past studies in

the reserve, on conservation action,
patrolling, and management prob-
lems were collected from forest offi-
cials based in Kakinada town.
Unstructured informal interviews
were conducted with villagers from
Ravannapalem, Pedda Boddu-
venkatayapalem, Tallarevu, and
Bhairavpalem. Their fishing ranges,
areas where they have seen fishing
cats and smooth Indian otters in the
past weeks, their interaction with the
forest staff, and their opinions on the
sanctuary and its future were
probed. Relevant information was
marked on the map of the Coringa
sanctuary. 

Four trips were made into the mangroves
around the village of Ravannapalem, an
area of approximately 25 sq km. One man-
ually-steered fishing boat was hired and we
followed the edge of the forest looking for
paw prints of otters and fishing cats on the
soft silt of the mangrove. Wherever evi-
dence was found, the forests in that region
were explored on foot and existing habitat
structure was recorded. Wherever evidence

of animal activity was found, a GPS coordi-
nate was marked on the map. Photographs
were taken of the habitat and the evidences
found.
Findings:

18 species of mangrove trees were iden-
tified in the surveyed areas. Avicennia Spp
of trees are cut for timber and used locally
in house construction. The wood has little
commercial value because of its short life
span. Other woods found in the mangrove
are only used for fuel needs.

Ponna is commonly found in the man-
groves and provides excellent cover for
many mammal species. During the low tide
these patches are accessible on foot and evi-
dences of animal activity can easily be stud-
ied.

The hot parching sun quickly dries up
the surface clay soils and paw prints like
those left behind by a fishing cat can easily
be found. On closer observation, it was
found that the fishing cat was actually busy
stalking a bush rat. Golunda ellioti, the Indi-
an bush rat is a common rodent species
found in the mangroves. 122 nests of these
tree dwelling rodents were counted in the
survey period. The bush rat is a rather large
rat that dwells in elaborate nests constructed
of fallen leaves, twigs, and sometimes

decaying vegetative matter. One such nest
was examined and it measured six feet in
length and four feet in height. Two occu-
pants, a male and a female (swollen nip-
ples), were recorded in the nest.

The Indian Bush Rat may also be part of
the diet of the fishing cat and Canis aureus
golden jackal also found in this habitat.
Once we leave the banks of the mangroves
and head into the deeper forest, large empty
spaces like below exist. 

Notice the soft cracked clay soil and the

Rhizophora conjugate (ponna) 
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numerous prints of animals that
crisscrossed this area. Jackals, fish-
ing cats, rodents, rhesus macaque
,and small Indian mongoose foot
prints were recorded in this region.
In the cracks of the soil are found
crickets and other insects and these
insects may also be part of the diet
of the above mentioned animal
species. Over 120 species of birds
were recorded from this sanctuary
area. The low tides leave elevated
mudflats. These contain small fish,
shrimps, mollusks, and attract avi-
fauna and mammals.

The soft silt of the mudflats
records all animal movement as
shown in the above picture. The paw
prints are those of Lutra perspillata
smooth Indian otter. The mangrove
habitat of Coringa seemed to be a
haven for the smooth Indian otter.
The otter’s tracks were frequently
recorded on the muddy banks. The
mangroves also support certain
snake species such as Trimeresurus
gramineus, the green tree viper
(pasarika pamu) which has adapted
itself to the watery conditions of the
mangroves.
Conclusions including suggestions
for future work.

The mangroves of Coringa sanc-
tuary seemed to be a perfect habitat
for the long term survival of the
endangered fishing cat. The signs of
the cats were recorded on many
occasions and the mangroves seem
to be in good health and provide the
needed cover and prey for the sur-
vival of the fishing cat. 

These reptiles may also be part of the fish-
ing cat’s diet.

The large dark portion in the Avicennia
officinalis tree (nalla mada) is the nest of
the Indian Bush Rat

Mangroves at low tide

Cracked soil showing animal prints

Coordinates of fishing cat tracks; N
16°50.350', E 082°14.950'

Direct human impact on the mangroves
is restricted due to the vastness of the
region and due to the active involvement of
the locals in fishing industry. On top of this,
the mangroves are declared a protected area
and major exploitation of the region is pro-
hibited. Indirect threats like the pollution of
the waters from upstream industries and the
resulting decline in the fish catch and silting
up of the mangroves may have long-term
impact on the ecosystem. 

This short survey revealed a lot of infor-
mation on the species in the habitat and the
health of the habitat and this information is
useful to formulate a short-term study on
the ecology of the fishing cat in Coringa.
Information on the abundance of the fishing
cats and the consumed prey species will be
vital to reassure ourselves about the sure
survival of this endangered species in the
sanctuary.
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Rosa Jordan is retiring from her Earth-
ways position as the international project
facilitator for the Playa de Oro Reserve.
Both Rosa and the community have invited
me to fill this position that she will be
vacating. This would entail working direct-
ly with the reserve and the community, and
is something I would very much like to do
because I think it will contribute to the pro-
ject’s continuing success of habitat and wild
feline protection.

FCF is also very important to me, which
is why I have invested over five years of
hard work as a board director for FCF.
However, I feel that I cannot do justice to
both positions and there could be some con-
flicts of interest related to FCF’s continued
support of the reserve. I have given this
serious thought for the past four months
since receiving this invitation, deciding
where I should apply my efforts, in terms of
which would be best for FCF and the
reserve.

FCF has at its disposal many capable,
willing volunteers, whereas those of us who
know Playa de Oro realize that this tiny
community (smaller than the membership
of FCF) has only a few individuals with the
necessary skills to pursue the reserve’s con-
servation goals. But there are things needed
to ensure the success of the reserve that the
local people simply cannot do yet. The vil-
lage has no electricity, phone, or mail ser-
vice, and no one in the village speaks Eng-
lish, so the project facilitator is their main
communication with the outside world. All
travelers, research, donations, fundraising,
promotion, and other projects for the Playa
de Oro reserve and community go through
the project facilitator. I feel that the Playa de
Oro Reserva de Tigrillos needs my assis-
tance at this time more than FCF and that
FCF will not suffer as a result of me resign-
ing from my board position one year early.

As most of you know, I began as a vol-
unteer at a big cat sanctuary, then started
my own exotic cat sanctuary, and eventual-
ly became FCF’s Director of Education and
Conservation. During my two terms in that
position, I mostly focused on education of
exotic cat owners and rescuing/placement
of exotic cats. Over time I became more
conservation-minded. Now, in my third

term on the FCF
board, conserva-
tion has become
my main focus
as well as my
passion. Being
part of the devel-
opment and
maintenance of
such a rare wild-
cat habitat feels
like a natural step in my volunteer career of
working for the welfare of wild felines.
While I am sad to leave behind my board
position with FCF, this is a rare and exciting
opportunity where I can directly contribute
to the conservation of wild felines on an
international level.

Rosa Jordan was the force in getting the
reserve started and has guided its develop-
ment for ten years. I have some big shoes to
fill and a lot of hard work ahead of me, but
I am looking forward to the challenge. I am
honored that Rosa and the community of
Playa de Oro think highly enough of me to
offer this opportunity to me. Rosa will
assist me as long as needed in order to
ensure a smooth transition for the reserve
and the community. Understand that I am
not leaving FCF entirely, but just resigning
from my board position. As a member of
FCF, I will continue working and managing
any projects that the FCF board wishes to
continue to support (or start) in the future at
the Playa de Oro reserve such as camera
trapping, the conservation patrol, or tours
for FCF. I would be pleased to continue
facilitating, monitoring, and reporting to
you on FCF’s efforts at the Playa de Oro
Reserve as I am sure the community of
Playa de Oro will also be pleased with
FCF’s continued support.

Therefore, for reasons stated above, I
hereby resign from my position as Life
Director from the FCF board of directors,
effectively immediately, and accept respon-
sibility for my new position as the interna-
tional project facilitator for Playa de Oro
Reserva de Tigrillos.

For the cats, 
Tracy Wilson

Tracy Wilson becomes project faciliator for PdO

The President
Comments:

Tracy Wilson, one of the FCF Life
Directors, announced on January 29,
2005 that she is resigning from her
position as FCF Life Director in order
to serve in her new position as the
international project facilitator for
Playa de Oro Reserva de Tigrillos in
Ecuador. Rosa Jordon served in that
position and guided the development
of Play de Oro for the past ten years.
It was a great honor to Tracy for Rosa
to offer her the position. Tracy will do
an excellent job, the same she did for
FCF.

I will greatly miss not having
Tracy on the FCF board for the rest of
my term as president. A few years
ago, while Tracy was the FCF Con-
servation/Education Director, she led
FCF in the direction of supporting
field research that included starting
the Playa de Oro fund raising field
trips. During that same time, she
spearheaded getting the FCF hus-
bandry training program going that
our past president George Stowers
had developed. That direction is
something I’m very proud of and glad
that myself and the rest of the FCF
board was able to support her goals.

Tracy was also one of the most
dedicated and hard working members
of the FCF board and I could always
count on her. She did this all while her
husband Keith was over in Iraq fight-
ing the terrorists, taking care of her
many animals which included rehab
of native wildlife, running her Wild
Tracks business, and having some
serious medical problems.

All of you members, if you have
not already done so, need to give a
big “thank you” to Tracy for her dedi-
cation, leadership, and hard work she
did for FCF. If you attend the FCF
national convention this year, give her
a big hug. She is a wonderful lady.

Robert Turner
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Top to bottom:
Chewy—Erika Columbo • Isis
serval balances his diet—
Roger Newson • Stephi
lioness is a little hard in the
furnishing—Gail Laviola •
JAGS Safari Park—Tom Har-
vey

YourbestShot
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May 19-26, 2006, with Tour Guide & pro-
fessional photographer Terri Nash

June 16-23, 2006, with Tour Guide Tracy
Wilson

Join Feline Conservation Federation on
our eco-tours to the Playa de Oro Reserva
Tigrillos for an adventure of a lifetime! The
Playa de Oro Reserve in Ecuador focuses
on preserving the habitat and native wild
felines while providing low-impact eco-
tourism to help financially sustain the
reserve.

Ecuador is one of the most biodiverse
and culturally rich countries on earth. Its
capital is in the high Andes, surrounded by
snow-capped volcanoes. From Quito, our
tours travel through stunning mountain
scenery to Otavalo, home to South Ameri-
ca’s friendliest and most artistic tribe, there
to spend an afternoon in the world-famous
Otavalo artisans’ market. Next morning we
travel by mini-bus down the western slope
of the Andes into the Choco rainforest.
Where the road ends, we transfer to a
dugout boat for a trip up the swift Rio San-
tiago to the Afro-Ecuadorian village of
Playa de Oro. Then beyond, into the heart
of Playa de Oro’s rainforest reserve. During
our week-long stay in the reserve’s jungle
lodge, we will follow trails through the
rainforest, boat and swim the river, dance
with the locals to Afro-Latino rhythms, eat
great meals incorporating traditional foods
such as plantains, and sleep to the sounds
of the jungle.

The cost of this amazing adventure is
just $700 US excluding airfare. (Fly to
Quito, Ecuador) This includes two nights at
a charming bed and breakfast in Quito
(breakfast included), one night at a B&B in
Otavala (breakfast included), five nights at
the Playa de Oro Reserve Lodge (all meals
included), boat transportation, private van
transportation from Quito/Otavala/Selve
Alegra, a knowledgeable tour guide, day
visit to Otavala market, Playa de Oro vil-
lage tour, village children dance perfor-
mance, most of your meals, and jungle
guide service.

Your fee supports the Playa de Oro
Reserve by bringing income to their village
and providing them with work and also

assists with feline conservation projects
being conducted at the reserve. In
exchange, you will see, taste, smell, and
hear ancient rainforest as you have never
imagined while being safely guided by
local men through the jungle, coming to
know the local people, and experiencing
their river and ancestral forest as they do.

Space is very limited on each tour, so
please sign up as soon as possible to
reserve your space. Please contact me for
more details and to confirm space avail-

ability on tour dates. For more info visit
FCF’s website at:

http://www.thefcf.com/conserv/tours.asp?k
ey=186
Or Playa de Oro’s website at:
http://www.touchthejungle.org

Tracy Wilson Email:
tracy@touchthejungle.org

Upcoming Playa de Oro Reserve Group Tours
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Ken Kaemmerer and Arturo Caso,
Dallas Zoo
Proyecto de Felinos Silvestres de México
and Texas A&M University at Kingsville  

Recently the Feline Conservation Feder-
ation awarded us a grant to purchase four
remote sensing cameras to set up a field
survey on a private ranch in northeastern
Mexico. This article is to tell you about the
exciting research that is being done in “our
back yard” and how this will contribute to
the conservation recovery efforts of the
ocelot both in Mexico as well as in the
United States. 

On the Tamaulipan coast of northeast
Mexico, the natural vegetation corridor has
been destroyed throughout almost 90% of
its original range due to different human
activities such as urban development and
farming. One of the side effects of defor-
estation is the space lost for the survival of
endangered species such as the ocelot
(Leopardus pardalis). However, the last
remnants of natural vegetation in northeast
Tamaulipas are left on private cattle ranch-
es.

The State of Tamaulipas is the most
northeastern state of Mexico and borders
the United States. The northernmost distrib-
ution of the ocelot occurs in south Texas
and northeastern Mexico (Tewes and
Everett, 1986). In this part of Mexico, espe-
cially within 125 miles of the U.S.-Mexico
border, little is known about the ecology
and distribution of the ocelot and most of
the information is based on anecdotes.

Documentation of ocelot populations
and suitable habitat in northeastern Mexico
is important for establishing future linkages
with the U.S. population, for identifying
important areas for future habitat restora-
tion, and for identifying source populations
for potential translocation of animals to the
U.S.

Genetic variability of the ocelots in
Texas is declining because the habitat is
scarce and discontinuous, thus resulting in
inbreeding (Walker, 1997). Translocation of
ocelots from Tamaulipas to Texas may be a
future option to restore the gene flow and is
a strategy presently being discussed by the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Ocelot
Recovery Team. Likewise, in Mexico
translocations can also be a future conserva-
tion tool, and translocations within Mexico
do not involve the political bureaucracy
incumbent with moving an endangered
species within the U.S. Therefore an experi-
ment within Mexico to test what may hap-
pen after ocelots are translocated will be an
important precedent for ocelot recovery in
both countries.

A private ranch in Tamaulipas has been
identified as having ocelot-suitable habitat,
but needs to be thoroughly surveyed for res-

ident ocelots and other carnivores to deter-
mine whether it would suitable for an
experimental translocation within Mexico.
“Las Carreras” Ranch is located in East
Tamaulipas (Figure 1) adjacent to the Lagu-
na Madre. This ranch forms a peninsula
between the northern Laguna Madre of
Mexico and the Catan Laguna. Habitat on
this ranch is considered coastal thornshrub
and has not been altered during the last 20
years. An environmental Mexican non-gov-
ernmental organization, Pronatura Noreste,
received permission from the ranch owner
to facilitate access to the land for field
research by Arturo in 2004. According to
the ranch owner and hunting records,
ocelots used to occur there, but because of
hunting, have not been seen in 20 years. In
2005, with support from the Dallas Zoo and
Pronatura Noreste, Arturo set out live traps
and caught three male bobcats over 220
trap nights. 

Prior to a translocation, utilizing Interna-
tional Union for the Conservation of
Nature’s Species Survival Commission
guidelines for re-introductions (IUCN/SSC,
1995), it is necessary to thoroughly docu-
ment the presence or absence in the area of
the species proposed for reintroduction.
Because this area reportedly once had
ocelots and the habitat looks suitable for
ocelots, this would be an ideal area for a
future translocation study. In addition, since
the ranch is on a peninsula, the area can be
more carefully monitored for transient
intruders as well as translocated ocelots that
might disperse.

This study will document the presence of
all carnivores on Las Carreras Ranch in
Tamaulipas to determine if the area would
be suitable for a subsequent translocation of
ocelots from another location in Mexico.
Other ranches in the general vicinity and
within 125 miles of the U.S. border may
also be opportunistically surveyed to docu-
ment ocelot presence. This will be accom-
plished through the use of remote sensing
cameras provided by a grant from FCF or
with live traps. 

Remote sensing cameras have become
an accepted and well-used tool to document
wildlife for field research (Wemmer, et al.,

Surveying for Ocelots in Northeastern Mexico
A Step Toward Ocelot Recovery in Mexico and the United States 

Texas/Mexico
border

Rancho las
Carreras
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1996). “Camera trapping” consists of
attaching a remote sensing camera with a
built-in infrared beam switch to a tree fac-
ing a game trail. On the opposite side of the
trail is placed a scent pad with feline attrac-
tive lures. When any animal crosses or
“breaks” the infrared beam, the camera
turns on and takes a picture). Multiple cam-
eras are desired to cover a greater portion of
the 2,000 hectare ranch in the same time
period. The traditional method of live trap-
ping requires the field researcher to check
every trap every day and is very time and
financially expensive. Cameras traps can be
left in place for up to two months—as long
as the batteries remain charged—allowing a
field researcher to more efficiently use his
time and greatly reduce field expenses. This
study will utilize at least four CamtTrakker,
“Digital Ranger” model remote sensing
cameras.

The monitoring and relocation of camera
traps throughout 2006 will allow for more
coverage of the ranch with reduced expense
and time. After the cameras have been left
in a location for at least a month, the stored
images will be examined and if no ocelots
are recorded, then the cameras will be
moved to another part of the ranch. Once
Las Carreras Ranch has been thoroughly
surveyed, the cameras may be relocated to
other area ranches to document the resident
carnivores.

We anticipate that bobcats will be pho-
tographed since they were live trapped in
2005. There remains the possibility that we
will document ocelots and perhaps even
jaguarundis, since they often share the same

habitat as ocelots. Beyond this we will gen-
erally document the biodiversity of the area.
By the end of 2006, the ranch will have
been thoroughly surveyed and the presence
or absence of ocelots and any other carni-
vores thoroughly documented. This would
provide a successful conclusion to this
study and provide the information neces-
sary to plan for the next phase of the
translocation study. The documentation of
the presence or absence of ocelots and resi-
dent competitors plus evaluating the general
biodiversity of the area will help us deter-
mine if Las Carreras Ranch is a suitable
location for a proposed ocelot translocation
study.

We are grateful to FCF for providing
funding toward this important research. We
will keep you updated on the results and
hope you will continue to support the con-
servation and recovery of the ocelot. •
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Camera trap catches ocelot and kitten About the authors:
Arturo Caso is the one who performs the
research in the field and coordinates all
research activities in northeastern Mexico
amongst government officials, non-govern-
mental organizations, private ranch owners,
students, and with collaborating institutions
such as the Dallas Zoo and Texas A&M. He
has conducted numerous surveys of felids
(ocelot, Leopardus pardalis; margay, Leop-
ardus wiedii; jaguarundi, Herpailurus
yaguarondi; bobcat, Felis rufus, and jaguar,
Panthera onca) on private and public lands.
He has also conducted long-term field
research of carnivore populations, with par-
ticular emphasis on ocelots and jaguarundis,
since 1991 on two conjoined private ranches
(Caso, 1994). Arturo holds a master’s
degree from Texas A&M and currently is
completing his Ph.D. requirements also at
Texas A&M while continuing his research
on Mexican carnivores. He is a member of
the IUCN Cat Specialist Group and is co-
leader of the US Fish and Wildlife Service
Ocelot Recovery Committee, serving as the
Mexican leader for this bi-national commit-
tee. 

Ken Kaemmerer, is Curator of Mammals at
the Dallas Zoo and is the chairperson of the
American Zoo and Aquarium Association’s
Ocelot Species Survival Committee, helping
to coordinate captive population and man-
agement plans as well as education and con-
servation efforts. In addition he serves on
the USFWS Ocelot Recovery Team as the
AZA’s representative. At the Dallas Zoo,
working with the Curator of Conservation
Education Science and numerous research
technicians, he has been working on ocelot
research, both in captivity and in the field
(with Arturo), as well as producing educa-
tional materials for the past 15 years.
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Five months of raffle sales to raise funds for feline
conservation reached a successful climax when Senator
John Waterman, Indiana, drew the winning ticket Sun-
day, February 12.

The official ceremony took place at the Exotic Feline
Rescue Center in Cedar Point, Indiana, home to more
then 170 exotic felines.

Senator Waterman’s daughters Elizabeth and Sarah
helped by thoroughly spinning the basket of tickets
before Senator Waterman pulled out the winner, reading
off the name, “Mike Friese.”

Senator Waterman officially notified Mike by speak-
erphone. Mike was very surprised and elated. FCF Presi-
dent Robert Turner then asked Mike if he would accept
the prize. The reality set in for Mike Friese, who took a
$10.00 chance and won a dream safari to Africa.

EFRC director Gene Herberg and Max the tiger cub,
FCF officers Bob Turner, Kevin Chambers and Harold
Epperson, FCF members Patty Turner and Peggy Epper-
son, Senator Waterman’s wife, Cheryl and their son and
two daughters, witnessed the drawing of the African
Safari Raffle.

The Feline Conservation Federation raffle grand prize
of international airfare and six nights stay for two people
at one of three possible Zulu Nyala lodges sold over 725
tickets since it was officially opened September 2005.
Residents of 39 states and three countries purchased raf-
fle tickets. Over 60 FCF members purchased or sold
tickets and 64% of the raffle sales were to non-FCF
members. FCF successfully reached out beyond its
membership to raise this money for conservation. Twen-
ty FCF members sold over ten tickets enabling them to
receive bonus raffle tickets. FCF president Robert Turn-
er won the prize for most tickets sold—selling an
impressive 96 African safari raffle tickets to friends,
family, and co-workers.

Net proceeds for the FCF Conservation Grants pro-
gram will be around $3,800. Grants provide funding for
research and conservation of wild felines around the
globe.

In 2005 FCF approved conservation grants to study
wildcats in Namdhapa Tiger Reserve in India, for cam-
era traps in Mexico for an ocelot translocation project,
and for camera traps in Borneo to look for bay cat,
clouded leopard, flat-headed cat, leopard cat and mar-
bled cat.

On Saturday the phone rang a little after 1:00pm Indiana time. I
jumped, letting myself imagine it could be the call. But it was my
buddy and it was Saturday. He joked that he would call me on Sunday
so I could again pretend that I won.

When I picked up the phone on Sunday, somebody identifying him-
self as Senator John Waterman told me that I won. I was trying to fig-
ure out how my friend figured out the name of the dignitary who was

going to select the ticket. My first thought: how very clever of my
friend. And then Bob Turner’s familiar voice got on the phone,
making it all real.

I have never been to Africa and it was at the very top of my to-
do list. And I was enthusiastic about this raffle because even if I
“lost”, my money was still going toward conservation of cats in
the wild. Thank you, FCF!

Winner of FCF’s African Safari Raffle Announced

Senator John Waterman reads the tickets as FCF president Bob
Turner and Waterman’s daughters, Elizabeth and Sarah, look on.

Max the tiger verifies the authenticity of both Waterman and the ticket.

Mike Comments:



FCF Upcoming Events

Board of Director nomination period:
January 1 to March 20, 2006.

Membership participation period for
proposing constitutional amendments:
February 1-March 31, 2006.

Playa de Oro Tours:
May 19-26, 2006 with tour guide professional
photographer Terri Nash
June 16-23, 2006 with tour guide Tracy Wilson
Contact Tracy Wilson 

Husbandry Course:
February 25, 2006. FCF Basic Husbandry
Course, Holiday Inn Express, 1017 N Main
Street, Cloverdale, IN 46140. Hosted by Mid-
west Exotic Feline Educational Society and
Exotic Feline Rescue Center. Contact Pam
Hotle, MEFES or Carol Bohning, Director of
Conservation & Education
July 26, 2006. Cincinnati, Ohio Hosted by the
Feline Conservation Federation

FCF Annual Convention
July 27 – July 29, 2006, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Reserve your vacation time now. Look for hotel
info and other details on our web site and in the
Jan/Feb issue of the FCF magazine

Alvin is a Canada lynx owned by FCF member and
breeder Jim Wilcockson in Indiana.
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